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Abstract. In this paper, an ISS-modular adaptive neural tracking control approach
is presented for a class of completely non-affine pure-feedback systems combining back-
stepping with input-to-state stability (ISS) and small gain theorem. From the second
step of backstepping, correlative interconnection terms are defined and introduced in im-
plicit functions. Since the introduction of the correlative interconnection terms does not
add any variable, radial basis function (RBF) neural networks are still valid to approx-
imate the implicit functions as the existing results. Subsequently, the construction of
the quadratic-type ISS-Lyapunov function makes the correlative interconnection terms
completely eliminate the interconnected terms, so that ISS neural controller design is
simplified by the combination of the small gain theorem. The proposed approach not only
overcomes the difficulty in controlling non-affine pure-feedback systems, but also simpli-
fies the stability analysis of the closed-loop system. Simulation studies are performed to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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1. Introduction. In the past decades, backstepping approach has become one of the
most popular design methods for a class of nonlinear systems with a lower triangular
structure (See, for instance, [1-6] and the references therein). The basic idea of backstep-
ping is to choose state variables of the lower triangular systems as virtual controls, design
intermediate control laws for them, eliminate the interconnected term of the previous step
recursively, and at last, design the true controller and the global Lyapunov function to
compensate residual interconnected terms, so that the stability of the closed-loop system
can be guaranteed [2]. With the help of intelligent control [7-10], most works on back-
stepping focus on the strict-feedback systems (See [11, 12], and the references therein)
and less attention has been paid to the pure-feedback ones. In our paper, we try to study
a class of completely non-affine pure-feedback nonlinear systems as follows:{

ẋi(t) = fi(x̄i(t), xi+1(t)), 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1,
ẋn(t) = fn(x̄n(t), u(t)),

(1)

where x̄i = [x1, x2, · · · , xi]
T , fi(x̄i(t), xi+1(t)) and fn(x̄n(t), u(t)) are smooth and non-

affine functions. The considered pure-feedback nonlinear system (1) represents a class of
general lower-triangular systems due to the existence of completely non-affine structure. It
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